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18 KINGERIC (OSM Ship Management GmbH (Germany)) HELLESPONT PROVIDENCE (HELLESPONT SHIP MANAGEMENT) MT GOVIKEN (VIKEN SHIPPING AS) MT NARCEA (Ership S.A.U.) UNIQUE EXPLORER (Anglo Eastern
Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Ltd) SICHEM LILY (Thome Ship Management Pte Ltd (HQ)) O.D.M.E. DPT O.W.S. 15 ppm Bilge Alarm Inert Gas System -O2 Analyser Pressure Gauge Pressure Calibrator Temperature
Calibrator Thermometer Fixed Gas Detection System Portable Gas Detector Oxygen Analyser O.W.S. 15 ppm Bilge Alarm Fixed Gas Detector O.D.M.E. Oxygen Analyser of Nitrogen Plant/ Thermoparamagnetic OWS 15 ppm
Bilge Alarm Seil Seres SPRIANO-ITALY Deckma Hambourg GmbH Opsis Tek Know WIKA + SI Tek Know TQ environnement KOMYO International Corp. Riken Keiki MSA Servomex Deckma Hambourg GmbH Consilium Jowa
Portable Gas Detector RKI Pressure Calibrator Temperature Calibrator MVS Engineering Limited / GE RIVERTRACE TEK KNOW + GE TEK KNOW SS-2000 OMD-11 OMD-21 O2000 Type. PCA 350 M 100mm Type2 + HTP1
TC600 M TQ 4400 FA-470 D RX-415 RX-517 EAGLE GP-01 HS-01 OX-01 TANKSCOPE 62T XENDOS 1800 SERIES OMD-21 KVC-415 SW2020 CLEANTOIL / XM02-2C-31-0 OCD CM GX-111EX PM205 + DRUCK PV211 TC60M
Repair, Repair, Repair, Repair, Sines Sines Aveiro Sines Vessel tried to decant this morning through the Stripper pump as we have 2 flow meters, Initially we were successful and managed to pump out approx 35 m3 of
wash water through ODME, After sometime we received an Alarm PRESSURE SENSOR U/R, and the Overboard Valve closed. Vessel has then checked GPS signal, Fresh water,Controlled air and sampling pump for proper
operation. We checked in the manual for Trouble shooting but found nothing in connection with the above alarm. We again tried to start decanting but the Alarm still persists. Kindly advise.
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jowa is known for its innovative and efficient product range, which has earned the company an excellent reputation in the marine and construction industries. jowa marine systems currently has offices in denmark,
germany, the uk, finland, france, ireland, italy, singapore, and south africa. ship automation is a reputed company which deals with odmcs including jowa cleantoil 9000 computer unit. the company also deals with various
spare parts like ship automation system , marine automation system, vessel automation, maritime system, ship automation monitoring system, and marine control system. by visiting the website of the company, you will
know more about it. jowa seaguard is a new environmentally friendly system to treat the oily water in the bilge before discharging. jowa seaguard is an ideal system for ships which have high environmental requirements.
jowa seaguard is the first level of protection to prevent harmful substances from entering the marine environment. with jowa seaguard, ship owners can enjoy a safe voyage and a cleaner environment. jowa seaguard is

manufactured by jowa chemicals and marine products. jowa is among world leaders in shipboard technology for oil pollution and vessel protection. jowa has been serving the marine industry for more than 60 years.
marine automation is the process of monitoring and controlling a marine vessel. vessel automation systems make the vessel much safer and is a key way to reduce accidents. jowa cleantoil 9000 computer unit is one of

the equipment which is used in vessel automation. jowa cleantoil 9000 computer unit has the ability to control many components of the vessel, like engine, steering, etc. in addition to vessel automation, jowa also
manufactures various spare parts such as marine automation system, vessel automation system, ship automation system, marine control system, and marine automation monitoring system. your vessel will be safe by

jowa cleantoil 9000 computer unit. jowa cleantoil 9000 computer unit will have a good performance and is easy to use. 5ec8ef588b
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